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Chouara, Fes
11th century tannery in Morocco
173 x 120 cm



Chouara, Fes    Detail



Rietveld Academie 
Art academy, Amsterdam
size: 173 x 150 cm         



Rietveld Academie Detail



Glass, Anxi, China 
Glass factory
size: 150 x 216 cm



Glass, Anxi, China Detail



Stainless Steel, Xiamen, China
Factory for artistic production
size: 173  x120 cm



Hui’an
granite workshop for artistic production
Photographic Installation 
size: 150 x 960 cm



Hui’an, China Detail



Troy
Archeological excarvation, Troy, Turkey
size: 350 x 243 cm 
and 145 x 100 cm



Troy Installation view



Teylers Museum, the Netherlands
Back Stages
18th-century museum for the arts and sciences
size: 300 x 430 cm
and 120 x 173 cm



Teylers Museum, The Netherlands Detail



Installation view, Teylers



BBK Berlin, Germany 
Shared studio space for artistic production
size: 150 x 100 cm



BBK Berlin, Germany Detail



Marble Carrara, Italy
Workshop for artistic production
size: 150 x 216 cm



Ballet rehearsal, Amsterdam 
Rehearsal of the National Ballet
size: 145 x 100cm 



Ballet rehearsal, Amsterdam Detail



Verzamelarsbeurs Utrecht
Collectors fair 

size: 173 x 120 cm



Nijhof Beeldenstorm, Brabant
Foundry for artistic production
size: 173x 120 cm



Nijhof Beeldenstorm, Brabant Detail



Exhibition view



Exhibition view



Exhibition view



Exhibition view



Introduction

For the series Back Stages the photographer Katrin Korfmann 
in collaboration with sculptor Jens Pfeifer created twelve pho-
tographic works. In an almost anthropological way Korfmann 
and Pfeifer investigate the human production processes that 
are inherent to different cultures across the globe. The works 
depict various international places of artistic production that 
include art school studios, ballet rehearsals and a glass factory 
in China.
These so-called Back Stages have been photographed from 
above so that a clear view of the chaos behind the scenes is 
created. The final photographs are the result of hours of careful 
photographing and editing in which many images have been 
put together to create the perfect outcome. By capturing the 
dynamic processes in a static image, Korfmann and Pfeifer 
show that wherever there is work, there is always a spectacle 
of rhythms, patterns and movements. 

Onomatopee will publish a publication about Back Stages in 
spring 2019.

For further information please visit: 
www.katrinkorfmann.com 
mail@katrinkorfmann.com

We are presenting a visual manifest of the artistic and cultural 
creation process by emphasizing values placed on the produc-
tion and handling of artistic goods. Our manifest takes place in 
local, global and digital contexts. We are fascinated by systems 
of manufacture for art and culture as opposed to the romantic 
notion of the artist laboring in solitude within their studio. Here, 
places and objects compose and materialize cultural identity. 
Artistic meaning is not only found in a finished artwork. From 
planning to execution, it is embodied in every stage of the 
fabrication process. These works investigate how cultural tra-
ditions can be expressed in the different processes of making, 
collecting and preserving.

– Katrin Korfmann + Jens Pfeifer


